PARTICIPANTS

464 total number of participants

49 number of local participants

255 number of Early Bird registrations
DEMOGRAPHICS

33 different nationalities represented among conference delegates

1. NETHERLANDS (=248)
2. ESTONIA (=49)
3. BELGIUM (=41)
4. FINLAND (=37)
5. SINGAPORE (=12)*

*not depicted on the map

265 total number of submissions

134 number of reviewers

121 number of EAPRIL2019 sessions

14 number of timeslots
93 regular sessions

- 24 Present & Discuss Sessions
- 6 Symposia
- 8 Poster sessions
- 29 Posters
- 16 Case study sessions
- 30 Contributions
- 28 Workshops
- 2 Thematic Carousel sessions
- 9 Rountable sessions
- 18 Contributions

28 invited sessions

- 3 Keynote speeches
- 1 Award Session
- 1 Opening Session
- 6 Spotlight Sessions
- 17 Cloud Spotlight Sessions

SIDE EVENTS

- 9 school visits with 124 participants
- demo market with 5 participants
- Erasmus + Training Seminar with 3 participants
- 242 tickets sold for the conference dinner
- 9 Meet-ups
#EAPRIL2019 tweets on the Twitter Wall

- 261 tweets
- 1,272 followers

CONFEERENCE APP

- 418 downloads
- 23,592 sessions*
- 17.9 days total time spent in EAPRIL2019 guide
- 52% iOS
- 48% Android

* 1 session = 1 time the app is opened